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Company news 
 

Crest Nicholson Holdings (CRST, 289p, £743m) 

South East focused mixed tenure housebuilder. AGM (year to 31 October). Trading: “a strong trading 

performance since the start of the financial year. Housing market conditions remain favourable and we 
continue to see good demand for our homes”. Sale/site/week in last 8 weeks, 0.98 (FY 21, 0.80); sales for FY 
22 84% covered by order book, “providing good visibility and confidence in meeting our revenue targets for 
the current financial year”. Input cost inflation is likely to increase because of rising energy costs and raw 
material supply disruption caused by the war in Ukraine and is already starting to be seen. “However, as 
illustrated during the pandemic, the group has demonstrated its effectiveness at managing its supply chain in 
turbulent times. In addition, we are also currently managing to successfully offset cost increases through sales 
price inflation”. Our expansion plans “progressing well”. Outlook: “The current macro and geopolitical 
uncertainties will clearly present fresh challenges for housebuilders to navigate. However, the Board remains 
confident about Crest Nicholson's medium-term prospects. Our operating model is highly efficient and is 
supported by a strong balance sheet, which will underpin growth in future earnings and provides resilience in 
times of uncertainty”. HY results, 14 June. 

 

Harworth Group (HWG, 172p, £553m) 

https://www.progressive-research.com/industry-updates/?analyst=&sector=38&published=all
https://www.progressive-research.com/industry-updates/?analyst=&sector=38&published=all
https://www.progressive-research.com/industry-updates/?analyst=&sector=38&published=all


Land regeneration group, including in former coalfields. FY (Dec) results. Rev +57%, £110m (capital growth 

+64%, £81m; income generation +41%, £29m); op profit, £122m (FY 20, £28m); EPRA net disposal value, 198p 

(160p); div -33%, 1.2p; net debt, £25.7m (£71.2m); net LTV, 3.4% (11.5%). Outlook: “The flying start presented 

by our 2021 results will moderate as we move through the cycle. Some of our sites take in excess of a decade 

to assemble and deliver. The industrial sector is still expected to continue to perform well. The shortage in 

supply of new homes seen in 2021 pushed prices higher and this has continued into 2022. Order books and 

demand for developable land from housebuilders, and rental product from investors, are robust, with prices 

rising ahead of inflation. The sector does however face some headwinds as interest rates rise, the cladding 

repair crisis remains unresolved and the sector digests the changes to Building Regulations and the Future 

Homes Standards pathway. 

 

Kingfisher (KGF, 291p, £5,964m) 

Owner of home improvement stores across France and Europe, including B&Q in UK. FY (Jan) results. Group 

rev +6.8%, £13.2bn (+9.9% LFL); adj PBT +22%, £737m. UK & Ireland: rev +13%, £6,505m (+11.8% LFL; Q4, -

2.9% Y/Y); retail profit +17%, £794m. Sales increase “reflecting strong demand throughout the year from both 

retail and trade customers”. Gross margin decreased by 60 basis points, largely reflecting changes in category 

and channel mix, and one-off spend on securing availability. This was partially offset by effective management 

of inflation. Outlook: “Encouraging start to Q1 22/23”. Q1 23 LFL sales -8.1%, with 2-year LFL +16.0%. “Mindful 

of heightened macroeconomic and geopolitical uncertainty that has emerged since the start of the year. 

Resilient demand across all markets supported by good stock availability. Strong 'big-ticket' demand, with 

current showroom order book for B&Q. We are comfortable with the current consensus of analyst estimates 

for FY 23 adjusted PBT”.   

 

Marlowe (MRL, 800p, £767m)  

Safety and compliance provider to commercial properties. FY (Mar) trading update. Acquisition of Griffin Fire, 

a provider of fire safety services, for an enterprise value of £0.7m. For the year to December 2020, it 

generated PBT of £0.2m on revenue of £1.4m. YE 20 net assets, £0.4m. 

 

In other news … 
 

Kier Group (KIE, 88p, £392m) has abandoned negotiations to buy Tilbury Douglas, the construction 

arm of Interserve, according to Sky News (link), which first reported claims several month ago that 

the two groups were in negotiations. The talks had been taking place for a number of months, 

according to Sky, with Kier expected to pay less than £50m for Tilbury Douglas. Interserve, which 

collapsed nearly three years ago, has already sold the remainder of its operations, including its 

support services arm to Mitie, the rival outsourcing group. Last year Interserve’s the most profitable 

business, equipment services arm RMD Kwikform, was sold to France's Altrad Group. At its height, 

Interserve employed more than 45,000 people in the UK. 

 

Prices are as at the previous day’s close. 

https://news.sky.com/story/kier-demolishes-plan-for-50m-takeover-of-rival-tilbury-douglas-12572072
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